


Introducing QuizYak Nursing
QuizYak Nursing is designed to help you reach your peak 
on the NCLEX Exam. With thousands of questions 
spanning across five unique categories (Basic Science, Core 
Competencies, Pathophysiology, Management and 
Therapeutics, Wild Card), QuizYak Nursing empowers you 
to turn trivial bits of time into meaningful bursts of 
learning. Participate in a solo climb or challenge another 
climber in a race to the summit of the NCLEX Exam. 
Learning has never been so fun.  
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Here’s How You Play

Participate in a 
solo climb or 

challenge another 
player in a race to 

the top. QuizYak includes 
thousands of 
questions across 
multiple categories



Each question includes 
a statement followed 
by two possible 
answers.

You have 12 seconds to 
select the correct option. 
This encourages you to 
strengthen content 
knowledge and recall 
information quickly.

Game actions called 
Oxygen Boosts allow you 
to overcome obstacles 
along the way and keep 
your correct question 
streak alive. 

Game Play

Explanations are 
provided to enhance 
your learning every 
step of the way.

Your score increases 
with every question 
you get right. The 
game ends if a 
question is answered 
incorrectly.     

Add or remove 
questions from your 
personalized Study 
Stack to review later.



Oxygen boosts offer you a fun way to overcome obstacles on your climb and move up the 
Leaderboard quickly.

Oxygen Boosts

Skip
Stuck on a question? Skip it and 

move onto the next one.

Double Time
Need a little more time to think 
about your answer choice? Use 

double time and add 12 seconds 
to the clock.

Safety Clip
Stuck on a question? Skip it and get the 
next question right at no cost to you or 

get it wrong and burn two oxygen boosts. 
Either way, your trek will continue.



Leaderboard & Scorecard

Measure your 
performance vs. 

other climbers by 
loooking at the 

Leaderboard. 
How do you 

stack up to the 
competition?

Advanced statistics 
enable you to deep 
dive into your vitals 
and identify both 
your strengths and 
opportunities for 
improvement.

By using QuizYak Nursing to identify areas of strength and weakness, you are able to 
develop individualized remedial plans and enhance core academic content knowledge. 
A solid academic foundation allows you to quickly progress to the higher level 
decision-making and analysis skills required to be successful on the NCLEX Exam. 



Kelly Stuart,  Marketing Whiz

Kelly is a Sherpa of marketing whiz with over two decades of experience bringing new 
products to life at leading consumer goods companies. She loves using her creativity to 
make learning a little more fun for everyone.

Meet the Sherpas
Scott Giles, Educational Content Whiz

Scott is a sherpa of educational content with over three decades producing materials to 
help students achieve their life goals. He believes that everything in life should be 
meaningful and engaging, just like QuizYak.

Alison Marshall,  Nursing Whiz

Alison is a Nurse Practitioner Whiz who is on faculty at Boston College and practices 
in South Boston. She loves nursing, knitting, and pizza.

About QuizYak
QuizYak was born out of the desire to make learning both spontaneous and fun no 
matter the subject. All content is created by academic experts and delivered to you in 
an engaging way. QuizYak is the only educational app that empowers you to reach your 
peak by studying less and playing more.



Join the Herd!
Ready to reach the peak on the 
NCLEX-RN? Download QuizYak 
Nursing on the Apple App Store!
Price: $19.99

Got a question for one of our Sherpas? Email us 
at info@quizyak.com.

https://apps.apple.com/app/quizyak-nursing/id1481237219?ign-mpt=uo%3D2

